Sources, size distribution, and downwind grounding of aerosols from Mount Etna
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The number concentrations and size distributions of aerosol particles >0.3 μm diameter were measured at the summit of Mount Etna and up to 10 km downwind from the degassing vents during July and August 2004. Aerosol number concentrations reached in excess of 9 × 10⁶ L⁻¹ at summit vents, compared to 4–8 × 10⁴ L⁻¹ in background air. Number concentrations of intermediate size particles were higher in emissions from the Northeast crater compared to other summit crater vents, and chemical composition measurements showed that Northeast crater aerosols contained a higher mineral cation content compared to those from Voragine or Bocca Nuova, attributed to Strombolian or gas puffing activity within the vent. Downwind from the summit the airborne plume was located using zenith sky ultraviolet spectroscopy. Simultaneous measurements indicated a coincidence of elevated ground level aerosol concentrations with overhead SO₂, demonstrating rapid downward mixing of the plume onto the lower flanks of the volcano under certain meteorological conditions. At downwind sites the ground level particle number concentrations were elevated in all size fractions, notably in the 2.0–7.5 μm size range. These findings are relevant for assessing human health hazard and suggest that aerosol size distribution measurements may aid volcanic risk management.


1. Introduction

Observation of the chemical and physical properties of volcanic plumes is used to track ongoing volcanic eruptions, examine the mechanism of eruptive processes, estimate fluxes to the atmosphere of volcanogenic materials, predict environmental impacts, and to measure the changes in activity levels which can precede large eruptive events [e.g., Oppenheimer et al., 2003]. Techniques traditionally used for these purposes include remote sensing measurements such as ultraviolet spectroscopy (COSPEC or Ocean Optics USB2000 instruments) [Stoiber et al., 1983; Platt, 1999; Galle et al., 2003], or Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy [Mori et al., 1993; Francis et al., 1998; Love et al., 1998; Horrocks et al., 1999; Allard et al., 2005]. Satellite systems have also made important contributions to volcanic monitoring [Bluth et al., 1993; Carn et al., 2003], and recently electrochemical sensors have been used for the direct measurement of volcanic gases [Shinohara, 2005]. Here, we explore the potential of a ground-based in situ portable aerosol spectrometer to detect and characterize volcanic plumes at up to several kilometers downwind of degassing vents. Measurements were made at active vents as well as downwind, where the aerosol instrument was colocated with a miniature UV spectrometer measuring the atmospheric SO₂ column.

Mount Etna, a 3300-m-high stratovolcano, has been active for at least 200 kyr [Chester et al., 1985]. Its eruptive style is characterized by short periods of effusive and explosive eruptions interspersed by longer periods of quiescent (open-conduit) degassing [e.g., Tanguy et al., 1997; Bonaccorso et al., 2004], making the volcano, at times, Europe’s largest point source of SO₂, HCl and HF gases [Allard, 1997; Francis et al., 1998; Callahan et al., 2004]. Recent large flank eruptions occurred during 2001 and 2002–2003 [Aiuppa et al., 2002; Andronico et al., 2003, 2005]. After the end of the 2002–2003 eruption on 28 January 2003 activity has taken the form of continued quiescent degassing from the four active summit craters...
2. Methods

[4] Measurements were made at Etna’s summit craters and on the upper flank near Torre del Filosofo on 28 July, 2–3 August and 21–24 August 2004. Measurements in the Valle del Bove were made on 22 August. An instrumented four-wheel drive vehicle was used to conduct four traverses of the Etna plume on the southeast flank of the volcano, ca. 10 km downwind, between 0700–1500 UT on 4 August 2004. The traverse route is shown in Figure 1.

2.1. Aerosol Number Concentration

[5] Aerosol number concentrations were measured using Grimm Aerosol Technik GmbH (Ainring, Germany) Aerosol Spectrometers (Model 1.108). In this instrument ambient air is pumped (at 1.2 L min⁻¹) through a detector cell containing a semiconductor laser light source, generating a scattered light signal proportional to the size of the aerosol particle causing the light scatter. A receptor diode collects the 90° scattered light, the signal being processed in a multichannel size classifier. The optics are protected against contamination using a sheath air flow, and all particles are collected on a downstream filter for gravimetric or chemical analysis (if required). A total of 15 size bins are available (0.3–0.4, 0.4–0.5, 0.5–0.65, 0.65–0.8, 0.8–1.0, 1.0–1.6, 1.6–2.0, 2.0–3.0, 3.0–4.0, 4.0–5.0, 5.0–7.5, 7.5–10.0, 10.0–15.0, 15.0–20.0, >20 μm diameter). The instrument is field portable, weighing 2.4 kg, with maximum operational period of up to 7 hours using an integral internal battery (or indefinite with an external 110/220V supply). Data were collected continuously as 1 min averages, stored on a removable data card, and downloaded and processed using Grimm 1.174 software. Ambient temperature and humidity were measured continuously using a Grimm Model 1.154 accessory sensor probe, with data also stored as 1 min averages. The aerosol spectrometer was deployed on foot at the summit, and downwind was positioned on the roof of a 4WD vehicle, with a short (30 cm) inlet tube extension (fabricated from 6 mm outer diameter copper tubing) positioned facing forward. This arrangement avoided any possibility of contamination from the vehicle’s exhaust while in forward motion.

2.2. Aerosol Mass and Composition

[6] Coarse (>3.5 μm) and fine (<3.5 μm) particles were collected by sequential filtration onto 47 mm diameter Nuclepore and PTFE membrane filters, respectively [Allen et al., 2002a, 2004]. Following sample collection filters were placed in several layers of small sealable polyethylene bags and refrigerated. The mass of collected material was determined by weighing the filters before and after exposure using a Sartorius Model MC5 microbalance with readability of 1 μg [Yin et al., 2005]. Filters were conditioned for 24 hours prior to weighing at a relative humidity of 35–45% and a temperature of 20 ± 2 °C, in a chamber supplied with ammonia-free air (to avoid any neutralization of the acidity of the collected aerosol), and an antistatic blower and an α-particle source (Po²¹⁰) were used during weighing to eliminate interference from static electricity. Subsequently filter sections were extracted into distilled, deionized, water under mechanical agitation for 30 min. Anions (fluoride, chloride, nitrate and sulfate) were analyzed using a Dionex DX500 ion chromatograph fitted with an AS4A-SC analytical column, gradient pump, automated KOH eluent generator and self-regenerating suppressor. Calibration was external with construction of calibration curves from known concentrations of aqueous standards. Cations (sodium, am-
Mononium, potassium, magnesium and calcium) were determined using a Dionex DX100 ion chromatograph fitted with a CS12A analytical column, isocratic pump, self-regenerating suppressor and employing 30 mM sulfuric acid as eluent. Hydrogen ion content of the extracts was determined using an Orion 701A pH meter fitted with a Russell glass combination electrode, accurate to 0.01 pH units and calibrated using buffer solutions at pH 4 and 7. Full details of these analytical procedures have been published previously [Mather et al., 2003].

2.3. SO2 Column

During downwind traverses around Etna’s flanks, overhead SO2 concentration measurements were made with an Ocean Optics Inc. USB2000 spectrometer, of 245–400 nm spectral range and 0.5 nm resolution. Light was coupled into the USB2000s 50 × 1000 µm entrance slit from the linear end of an antisolvent circular-to-linear converter optical fiber bundle (4 × 200 µm) of 2 m length. The other bundle end was attached to a telescope, of ≈7 mrad quasi-circular field of view, consisting of two plano-convex antireflection coated focusing lenses (f = 250 mm, φ = 25 mm and F = 27 mm, φ = 9 mm, separated by ≈160 mm). The spectrometer was connected to a laptop PC with a USB cable, which powered the USB2000 and enabled computer-instrument communication. Data capture, and analysis and instrumental control were achieved using JScripts executed with DOASIS (University of Heidelberg) software. During measurements, spectra were acquired with a time step of ≈2.5 s, by averaging 10–20 spectra of 120–250 ms integration times, depending on available skylight intensity. The spectra were evaluated in real time, using a differential optical absorption spectroscopy routine, as described elsewhere [e.g., Galle et al., 2003]. The telescope was clamped to one of the vehicle’s windows and arranged to point vertically.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Aerosol Number Size Distribution and Chemistry

During the measurements transparent and condensing plumes were emitted from Bocca Nuova, Voragine and Northeast craters, typically with volcanic cloud formation a short distance downwind (1–2 km) before cloud evaporation to leave a semitransparent haze. Initial aerosol measurements in the separate plumes from Voragine and Bocca Nuova showed that while higher number concentrations were measured at Bocca Nuova, the size distributions from these two vents were near identical (Figure 2), so that all subsequent measurements were made at a more convenient summit location in the mixed plume from these two craters. Frequent discoloration of the Northeast crater plume was suggestive of higher ash content relative to emissions from the other summit sources, as also supported by audible Strombolian or gas puffing activity at depth in the crater. This was reflected in the composition of aerosol samples collected using pumped filters at the active vents, which showed distinct differences in the chemistry between emissions from the Northeast crater vent, and those from Voragine or Bocca Nuova vents, which were similar (Table 1). On average, the sum of the masses of the major soluble ionic species (F−, Cl−, SO42−, NO3−, Na+, NH4+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+ and H+) composed 75% of the total mass of coarse particles at the Northeast crater (number of samples, n = 6), but only 15% of the total mass at Voragine/Bocca Nuova (n = 2). In fine particles the corresponding contributions of soluble material to the total mass were 57% (Northeast crater) and 38% (Voragine/Bocca Nuova). The
distinct nature of these emissions was also reflected in their relative contents of mineral cations and acidic (sulfate-rich) material, with large differences between (total) mass ratios \(\text{Ca}^{2+}/\text{SO}_4^{2-}\), \(\text{K}^+\)/\(\text{SO}_4^{2-}\) and \(\text{Na}^+\)/\(\text{SO}_4^{2-}\) measured at Northeast crater (1.5%, 22% and 13%, respectively) and at Voragine/Bocca Nuova (0.8%, 0.8% and 1.0%, respectively). In considering the mineral contents reported here it should be noted that the solubility of these species within highly acidic aerosols will be greater than their solubilities in water, and that mineral particles emitted from the magma or during wall collapses will undergo progressive dissolution within hygroscopic acidic aerosols during transport away from the vents. From the metal/sulfate ratios it is unlikely that the unaccounted aerosol mass at Voragine/Bocca Nuova could be due to the presence of unmeasured insoluble minerals, suggesting the existence of particulates containing higher water content. This is further supported by elevated acidity of the total (fine plus coarse) aerosol at Voragine/Bocca Nuova (\(\text{H}^+ = 24.8 \ \mu\text{g m}^{-3}\), \(\text{H}^+\)/total ions = 1.2%) compared to Northeast crater (\(\text{H}^+ = 5.1 \ \mu\text{g m}^{-3}\), \(\text{H}^+\)/total ions = 0.4%), because of the highly hygroscopic nature of sulfuric acid-containing particles. At Northeast crater the lower overall acidity may be explained by partial neutralization associated with acid leaching of metal ions from mineral (ash) particles. [9] Differences in the chemical signatures of the aerosols emitted from the various vents were accompanied by different measured size distributions (Figures 2 and 3a). While the size distributions at Bocca Nuova and Voragine were similar, with very high number concentrations of fine submicron particles, a different distribution was obtained at Northeast crater, with a greater contribution of larger particles in the size range 2–7 \(\mu\text{m}\). Higher water content of the Northeast crater plume (which was observed to be more condensing) could increase particle growth due to condensation onto preexisting particles, while the higher coarse fraction concentrations of sodium and potassium evidence the presence of larger mineral-containing particles at Northeast crater, with a higher percentage of the particle mass being accounted for by dissolved material, notably sulfate, sodium and potassium. [10] The mixed plume flowing down Etna’s eastern flank, in the Valle del Bove, showed the combined influences of the summit sources, and aerosol number concentrations in all size bins were much higher than background. Within the mixed plume the aerosol size distribution showed a relative increase in number concentrations of intermediate sized particles (<10 \(\mu\text{m}\)) 6 km downwind (Figure 3b), compared to distributions obtained for both the upper eastern flank plume and lower-tropospheric background air (sampled upwind at the same altitude as the downwind plume measurements), presumably because of higher removal rates of the finest (by coagulation) and coarsest (by deposition) particles [Jaenicke, 1998]. This did not appear to be due to hygroscopic effects since particle growth (of summit aerosols) was not observed at the relative humidity measured downwind (RH < 50%) (Figure 3c), although growth of volcanic aerosols was observed at higher humidity (Figure 3d). Particle growth would therefore be expected following transport into more humid conditions, such as over the ocean or following changes in the prevailing meteorology. [11] Summit aerosol mass concentrations in the size fractions most commonly used for air quality monitoring and human health effects purposes, \(\text{PM}_{2.5}\) (particles with aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 \(\mu\text{m}\)) and \(\text{PM}_{10}\) (aero-

Table 1. Mean Mass and Soluble Ion Composition (\(\mu\text{g m}^{-3}\)) of Coarse (>3.5 \(\mu\text{m}\) Diameter) and Fine (<3.5 \(\mu\text{m}\) Diameter) Mt. Etna Summit Aerosols Measured During the Period 28 July to 5 August 2004*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Northeast Crater (n = 6)</th>
<th>Voragine/Bocca Nuova (n = 2)</th>
<th>Torre del Filosofo (n = 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coarse fraction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mass</td>
<td>1459.70</td>
<td>2004.77</td>
<td>281.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>49.28</td>
<td>22.59</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate</td>
<td>753.19</td>
<td>249.52</td>
<td>26.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium</td>
<td>101.06</td>
<td>11.68</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonium</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>13.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium</td>
<td>168.48</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Sigma) ions</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Sigma) ions/total mass</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fine fraction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mass</td>
<td>169.26</td>
<td>4498.75</td>
<td>150.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate</td>
<td>66.50</td>
<td>1629.94</td>
<td>48.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonium</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>28.83</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Sigma) ions</td>
<td>96.54</td>
<td>1700.91</td>
<td>54.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Sigma) ions/total mass</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*\(n = \) number of samples.
dynamic diameter less than 10 μm) were computed from the measured size-segregated aerosol number concentrations and particle densities calculated from the chemical composition. Average particle densities were 2040 kg m\(^{-3}\) at Northeast crater, and 1310 kg m\(^{-3}\) at V oragine and Bocca Nuova. Large temporal variability of aerosol mass concentration was observed because of both changing position of the aerosol spectrometer (deployed on foot around the craters) and natural fluctuations in plume direction. Mean and maximum mass concentrations (Table 2) are in quantitative agreement with those obtained from the filter gravimetric measurements.

### 3.2. Relationship Between SO\(_2\) Column Amount and Particle Number Concentration During Downwind Transport and Fumigation

Measurements of particle number concentrations (PM\(_{0.3-0.4}\)) and SO\(_2\) column during the four downwind traverses (T1–T4) through Etna’s plume were analyzed to identify the principal aerosol sources, whether volcanic, urban or vehicular. Additional to the volcano, outside of towns road vehicles were the only other noted local source of particles. Figure 4a presents all of the PM\(_{0.3-0.4}\) data obtained during the four traverses under the plume (as well as the PM\(_{0.3-0.4}\) data which continued to be collected between periods of plume detection while following the route shown in Figure 1) together with the SO\(_2\) column measurements (which were only collected during traverses under the plume, not continuously). The measurements obtained under clean rural conditions, in towns or in the presence of vehicles are illustrated using separate symbols. Strong vehicle presence in towns is illustrated where this source was considered likely to exceed the urban background (for example when static at filling stations, in congested traffic, or behind a diesel truck). The unfiltered SO\(_2\) column data show the negative spikes obtained because of passage below overhanging trees. Under Etna’s plume the volcanic contribution to the SO\(_2\) column far exceeded the anthropogenic SO\(_2\) component. This is readily seen by simple calculation, for example given a hypothetical (ex-

### Table 2. Mean and Maximum (in Italics) PM\(_{2.5}\) and PM\(_{10}\) Concentrations (μg m\(^{-3}\)) at Summit Sites, Computed From 1 Min Average Aerosol Number Concentrations, and for Average Particle Densities of 2040 kg m\(^{-3}\) (Northeast Crater), and 1310 kg m\(^{-3}\) (Voragine and Bocca Nuova)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Northeast Crater</th>
<th>Voragine</th>
<th>Bocca Nuova</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM(_{10})</td>
<td>898 (8413)</td>
<td>240 (896)</td>
<td>629 (1073)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM(_{2.5})</td>
<td>445 (2514)</td>
<td>99 (326)</td>
<td>389 (706)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 3.**
- (a) Size distributions of Voragine/Bocca Nuova and Northeast crater aerosols at relative humidities of 50% (n = 5) and 52% (n = 5), respectively.
- (b) Size distributions of aerosols in the mixed plume on the upper flank and 6 km downwind.
- (c) Size distributions of Voragine/Bocca Nuova aerosols at relative humidities of 27% (n = 8) and 50% (n = 5).
- (d) Size distributions of Northeast crater aerosols at relative humidities of 52% (n = 5) and 87% (n = 10). Concentrations in each size bin are expressed as a percentage of the total number concentration.
A extremely high) urban roadside SO\textsubscript{2} concentration of 50 ppb extending vertically for 10 m the contribution to the total SO\textsubscript{2} column would be 0.5 ppm.m, while under the volcanic plume column amounts frequently exceeded 100 ppm.m. The plume width during traverses, at a distance of around 10 km from the summit craters, was estimated at 5–10 km on the basis of the DOAS measurements, vehicle speed and distance covered. SO\textsubscript{2} fluxes from the volcano were calculated considering a wind speed of 5.5 m s\textsuperscript{-1} at 3300 m a.s.l. (measured by balloon sondes launched from Tràpani in western Sicily: http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html). Mean net SO\textsubscript{2} flux, with standard deviation based on changing SO\textsubscript{2} column over the four traverses, was 1380 ± 270 Mg d\textsuperscript{-1}.

[13] At the time of the measurements Etna’s plume was advecting toward the southeast and the towns of Zafferana and Milo, so that in these built up areas a mixture of aerosols from multiple sources was expected. In order to confirm the presence of the volcanic plume on the ground our approach was to examine the covariance between...
particle number concentrations and SO$_2$ column, necessitating the prior removal of any data points acquired within the urban areas or in the presence of vehicles (as shown in Figure 4a). During the first traverse, from south to north along Etna’s southeastern flank, the volcanic plume (evidenced from the SO$_2$ column data) was detected in Zafferana and Milo, and continued into the unpopulated region north of Milo (Figure 1). The second traverse was conducted in the opposite direction, heading south toward and then through Milo and Zafferana. The plume was first detected (with small fluctuating increases in the SO$_2$ signal) in the rural area north of Milo, with the main SO$_2$ signal obtained just prior to entering Milo. Peak SO$_2$ column was observed between Milo and Zafferana, with return to baseline shortly before exiting Zafferana. During the third traverse (northward) the plume was again detected approaching Milo, with peak SO$_2$ column obtained in the rural area north of the town, coincident with peak aerosol number concentration. Aerosol measurements were then continued (in the absence of plume) while ascending the flank of the volcano to the Pizzi de Neri observatory, and subsequently returning toward Milo. SO$_2$ column measurements (fourth traverse) detected the plume near the same point as previously, several minutes before entering Milo, with midplume obtained at the northern perimter of Milo.

For the purpose of identifying the presence on the ground of the volcanic plume, data were excluded where these were collected in built-up areas, while the instrumented vehicle was stationary, or downwind of other road vehicles. Figure 4b shows the simultaneous PM$_{0.3-0.4}$ and SO$_2$ column data for the periods not affected by anthropogenic emissions. Here the DOAS data were averaged over the same 1 min periods as the particle data (since DOAS retrievals were made every 2.5 s), and spikes in the DOAS signal due to passage under trees were removed. Temporal offsets might be expected between the SO$_2$ column and aerosol data because of the different natures of the two techniques, since the UV spectroscopy determines the vertical atmospheric column amount of SO$_2$, while the aerosol measurement monitors discrete air parcels at ground level. Nevertheless, the values of the Pearson correlation coefficient (R) obtained between PM$_{0.3-0.4}$ and SO$_2$ column during individual traverses are 0.97 (T1), 0.78 (T3) and 0.79 (T4). These correlations are significant at the 0.005 level of significance. The value of R for T2 was 0.13. For this traverse there was no significant correlation because most data points obtained under the plume were excluded using our quality control procedure (since the plume peak occurred in an urban area). These results support the notion that Etna’s plume was grounding in the vicinity of Zafferana and Milo, because of turbulent transport from higher altitudes. Particle sedimentation could not account for the observed vertical transport. During horizontal transport at 5 m s$^{-1}$ over a distance of 10 km (giving a travel time of 2000 s), a 10 µm diameter particle, possessing a sedimentation velocity of ca. 3 mm s$^{-1}$ [Mark, 1998], will have descended only 6 m because of sedimentation, while similar calculation shows that a 1 µm particle (sedimentation velocity of ca. 0.003 mm s$^{-1}$) will have descended just 6 mm. For particles smaller than 1 µm sedimentation velocities are extremely small.

Peak PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$ mass concentrations in the plume sector (including urban areas) were determined from the measured number size distribution and for a particle density of 1260 kg m$^{-3}$ calculated in accordance with the chemical composition of particles collected in the mixed plume at the Torre del Filosofo car park (Figure 1 and Table 1). The Torre del Filosofo site is a convenient location for collection of material within the mixed plume originating from the summit craters, after a transport time on the order of minutes. Mass concentrations in the downslope fumigated zone were 2–3 times higher than outside the plume at similar altitude, with PM$_{2.5}$ maxima of 10.8 µg m$^{-3}$, 8.3 µg m$^{-3}$, 11.9 µg m$^{-3}$ and 6.4 µg m$^{-3}$ and PM$_{10}$ maxima of 25.1 µg m$^{-3}$, 16.9 µg m$^{-3}$, 41.5 µg m$^{-3}$ and 13.0 µg m$^{-3}$ during traverses 1–4, respectively. The significance of the volcanic source is illustrated, since highest values of both PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$ were obtained during T3, in a rural area unaffected by any urban aerosol emissions.

At these downwind sites the strongest correlations between volcanogenic SO$_2$ column and particle number concentration were for the PM$_{0.3-0.5}$ and PM$_{0.5-0.65}$ size fractions (correlation coefficients, R = 0.71 and 0.70, respectively, n = 69, significant at 0.005 level) (Figure 5). An increase in the value of R within the size range 2.0–7.5 µm, with a secondary maximum for the 3.0–4.0 µm fraction, illustrates the multimodal nature of the downwind volcanic aerosol size distribution (as is also shown by the T3 and summit aerosol size distributions in Figure 2). These results support earlier assertions that volcanic particle size distributions during quiescent degassing tend to show several size modes [e.g., Mather et al., 2003, 2004; Watson and Oppenheimer, 2000, 2001], usually interpreted as due to the coexistence of a sulfate-rich smaller phase and a larger phase composed of water droplets or small spheres of glass originating from bubble bursting on the magma surface.

### 3.3. Applications and Human Health Issues

The results show that ground-level measurements of volcanic aerosol size distributions can distinguish between individual plumes emitted from the same volcano, providing that the plumes are well separated, and should therefore also be able to identify changes in the nature of aerosol emissions arising, for example, from altered activity state or magma level in the conduit (which could influence the aerosol properties because of time available for gas-particle or gas-wall rock interactions). These findings appear consistent with earlier work at Etna [Watson and Oppenheimer, 2000, 2001] in which a Sun photometer identified vent-specific differences in aerosol size distributions.

It is clear that the diffuse bottom edge of Etna’s plume was grounding along the flanks of the volcano during this period of observation and measurement. This was due to turbulent downward mixing since rates of both gravitational settling and diffusion for these particles are far too slow to contribute to the observed rapid vertical transport [Mark, 1998; Zhang et al., 2001]. Although grounding may particularly be enhanced in the vicinity of the Valle del Bove because of rapid altitude change and the associated rotor effect and turbulence downwind of a large mountain [Doyle and Durran, 2002], the measurements across the southeast flank confirmed that it was not confined to the
Valle del Bove. In the past, the potential deposition of volcanogenic gases and aerosols on Etna’s upper eastern flank has been suggested on a biogeochemical basis [Notcutt and Davies, 1989; Monna et al., 1999]; our results provide the first direct evidence of the presence of volcanic aerosols at ground level, showing that in addition to washout/rainout of lofting plumes, dry deposition of volcanic aerosols, as well as of gases as previously reported [Aiuppa et al., 2004], will increase inputs to terrestrial surfaces and ecosystems.

The presence of elevated atmospheric aerosol mass concentrations has been widely linked to adverse effects on human health [e.g., Pope et al., 1992; Dockery et al., 1993; Schwartz et al., 1996]. However, only recently have studies begun to consider the metabolic significance of different physical and chemical components of the aerosol. Volcanic dusts may contain elevated levels of crystalline silica, some forms of which are considered carcinogenic or may induce silicosis [Horwell et al., 2003a, and references therein]. Volcanic particles are often highly acidic [Allen et al., 2002b], and contain elevated levels of toxic trace metals [Allen et al., 2000]. Particles rich in iron can, once inhaled, generate high concentrations of free radicals in lung tissues [Horwell et al., 2003b]. These properties might be compounded by the chemical modifications which could occur once a volcanic plume mixes with anthropogenically polluted air masses, such as during plume transport into urban areas possessing numerous sources of hydrocarbons (from road transport, industrial or domestic emissions). The abundance of volcanogenic halogens, and formation of free halogen radicals in the presence of other atmospheric oxidants such as OH, could transform organic compounds into more toxic halogenated forms [Gullett et al., 2000; Smirnov et al., 1993], however no studies of this in the volcanic context have yet been attempted. Further investigation into the composition and crystalline content of volcanic dusts at Etna and elsewhere, and the effects of fine acidic aerosol on human health in general, are needed. At the time of these measurements, undertaken during quiescent degassing, airborne particulate mass concentrations were very high at Etna’s summit and likely to pose a threat to the health of visitors if they were downwind of the summit craters and within the volcanic plume. At flank locations 10 km downwind concentrations were elevated, relative to background, in sectors fumigated by the plume, but were unlikely to exceed the current European statutory limit for airborne particulates, introduced on 1 January 2005, of 50 \( \mu \text{g m}^{-3} \) as a 24-hour mean for \( \text{PM}_{10} \) (not be exceeded on more than 35 days per year). Further longer-term monitoring studies would be necessary to confirm such compliance.

4. Conclusions

Measured differences in the size distributions of directly sampled aerosols from individual vents on Mount Etna are consistent with their different chemistries, and in agreement with the remote sensing observations of Watson and Oppenheimer [2001]. The Northeast crater plume was distinct from that of Bocca Nuova or Voragine, with the presence of denser, higher mineral content aerosols attributed to either Strombolian or gas puffing activity at the magma surface in the vent. In the absence of significant anthropogenic sources, ground level measurement of aerosol number size distributions could potentially be used to detect the presence of volcanogenic emissions downwind, however our data show that this might be difficult in urban areas or in the vicinity of road transport systems (unless the
volcanic source was comparatively large). The portable aerosol spectrometer provides a useful additional technique for characterization of volcanic emissions on the ground. For example, it could readily be deployed alongside continuous electrochemical sensors measuring gases such as H$_2$O, CO$_2$ and SO$_2$ [Shinohara, 2005]. A further advantage lies in its suitability for nighttime use, in ashy plumes or under cloudy conditions, so that (like electrochemical sensors) it is complementary to optical techniques requiring external light sources.

[21] Downwind aerosol measurements showed mixing of Etna’s plume to ground level, with number concentrations of all particle size fractions in the fumigating sector being elevated above background. Under conditions of peak aerosol number concentration within the plume, increase in the size fraction between 2.0 μm and 7.5 μm was attributed to the volcanic source. It is concluded that aerosols within the plume from Mount Etna are likely to ground on the southeastern flanks of the volcano, at times fumigating towns and other inhabited areas. This may have a detrimental effect on the health of the local population, suggesting a need for further work to improve understanding of the interactions between volcanic plumes and urban air.
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